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It is proved that the Lebesgue-Sochner functmn spaces L,(E, A), I ~I p I.: or,, 
have the Radon-Nikodym property if and only if E has the same property. 
This solves WI unsolved problem of Davies, Diestel and Leonard. 
A Banach space E has the Radon-Nikodym property (R.N.P.) if every 
E-valued measure p on a measure space (A*, 2, A) of bounded variation which 
is absolutely continuous with respect to A, has a Bochner-integrable derivative 
with respect to A, i.e., there is a E-valued Z-measurable functionf on X such 
that for all sets B E Z, p(B) -- JBfdA. It . 1s immediate from the definition that B 
has R.S.P. if cvcr)- E-valued measure of bounded variation admits a Bochner- 
integrable derivative with respect to its variation. For a recent discussion on 
R.N.P., see the proceedings of a conference on Radon-Nikodym property, 
edited by Morrison [7], as well as Reiffel [lo], Phclps [9], and various refcrcnces 
therein. 
Let (X, 2, A) be as in the preceeding with h nontrivial, i.e., h takes at least 
one nonzero real value. Let L,(E, A), I :< p < co, be the linear space of equiv- 
alence classes of E-valued measurable functions f on ,Y such that :Vj)(f) :- 
sx llfil” dA < n3. L,(E, A) with the norm Ni’“(,f) is a Banach space. These 
spaces have been discussed in Dunford and Schwartz [3]. For recent work on 
these function spaces, among others, we refer to Hoffman-Jorgensen [4], 
Kwapien [6], and Sundaresan [l I]. In this paper it is proved that if I < p < CC. 
L,,(E, A) has R.N.P., if and only if E has R.N.P. 
In the rest of the paper N denotes the set of positive integers and r denotes 
the set of all finite subsets of N. ‘l-he concept of regular operators on Banach 
lattices [12] is useful in the proof of the main result here. A continuous linear 
operator T: L,(X) -L,(X), is said to be regular if it is the difference of two 
positive operators. 4, regular operator T admits a &composition, 7’ ‘f ’ - T , 
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where T ‘, Tp are positive operators such that Tm~ -+ T is the least positive 
majorant of 7’. Further T’ ‘/ < 2 ij T 1, and Ii 1.m~ 1 :.., 2 7’ i. 
The norms in L,(X), E, L,(E, h) are successively denoted by ,, , , , 
and p is restricted to 1 <= p < m, unless otherwise stated. 
Remarlz 1 . Since the R.N.P. is separably determined, it suffices to assume 
in the proof of the main result here that the space L,,(E, X) (in particular the 
spaces L,(X), and E) is separable. Since a separable L,,(h) is isomorphic to a 
suhspacr of L,[O, I], one might further assume that X is the contraction of 
Lebesgue measure to the unit interval [0, 11. 
‘l’he nest result is not only useful here but is also of independent interest. 
Ilence it is stated here with proof. 
hWvIA f . Let (S, 2, A) be an arbitrq* measure space. Ec~~J’ rgutar operator 
T: I,,,(h) + L,(h) admits a canonical extension to a linear operator TX in I,,,($,‘, A), 
such that I’ T* :” c ~ T ~‘, where c depends on!\, on p. 
Boo& Let S be the space of simple functions in L,(E, A), and for f  in S, 
let T”(f) -~= xi:, T(xF,)xi , i f f  =- zy-, s,xF, Furth er, a simple computation of 
Tx(.f) 1, leads to the inequalit! 
Sow applying Clarkson’s inequalities it is verified that the preceeding integral 
::; a(;! T- ,‘, + ,I T- ~1’) ‘1 f  p 
:; 2J’-!?4 TIN) 1 f  I’, 
where ci depends only on p. ?iow since 5’ is dense in L,,(E, X), ‘I‘” extends to 
continuous linear operator in L,(E, A), denoted once again by TX-;, such that 
/ T* I :; c I T J, where c depends only on p. Since L,(h) is isometrically iso- 
morphic with a subspacc ofL,,(E, X), T* might be considered as an extension of T. 
THEORE~I 1. Let (S, 2, A) be an arbitrary measure space. If  I c: p < CC, 
then L,(E, A) has the R.N.P. ;f  and only ;f  E has the R.N.P. 
Proof. After Remark I, to prove the nontrivial “if” part, it suffices to 
assume that S ~~ [0, I] with X as the Lebesgue measure, and E is separable with 
the R.E.P. Let [yi)isl , be an unconditional base in L,,(X) [8]. Let the coordinate 
functionals associated with this base be {~i)c~l I f  F C r, let P, : L,,(X) +L,,(h), 
be the projection defined by PF(f) =~ CFi, ,Bi(,f)yi Further, since a finite- 
dimensional operator is certainly regular, bv Lemma 1, pF admits an extension 
pF*: L,(E, A) +L,,(E, h), such that I pF* ~ < c j’ p, j, where c is a constant 
depending only on p. Further, from the nature of pF , it is verified that pF”: 
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is a projection with range isomorphic with EF. Thus the range of pFX has the 
R.S.P., since E has the R.K.P., and F is finite. 
Let (-Yi , Zi) he a measurable space, and /L: Zi -+L,,(B, A) be a measure with 
its variation ,? bounded. Let now pr pF-” jj p. Then pF is a measure on Zc, 
into 1,,,(E, A), and the variation pF of pF satisfies the inequality, ,G~ < ,I pF” ,ti ._ 
c ,/ pF I p. Since [rij iil is an unconditional base, from known results on projec- 
tions associated with such a base [2], it follows that FF :< c’& where c’ depends 
only on p. Since pF is absolutely continuous with respect to ,%, pLF has a Hochner 
derivativef, , with respect to p. Denoting these derivatives byf, , whenF [n}, 
and the norm in I,i(L,(E, A), ,%) by 1 ijx, it is verified that FF(X1) 2; 1, x,;ifr ,‘_ .I 
,G(Xr). Thus the series x:i,lfi is weakly unconditionally convergent. Now, from 
the result in [6], it follows thatI,,(L,(E, A), ,%) d oes not admit a subspace ismorphic 
with c,, , since I:’ with R3.P. does not admit such a subspace. Thus x;,:if, 
is unconditionally convergent in the space &(L,(E, A), p), by a theorem of 
Bessaga and Pelczynski [I]. Let f  zf;rfi . Since the projections pfi,, , F,, -= 
{I, 2 ,..., ?Z], converge as n + cr in the strong operator topology to the identity 
operator in L,(X), it follows that 
Since the lim ~l\u; ;j xi.:, f !  - f  ~ = 0, it is verified that p(B) =~ J,f&, for all 
B E Zr . Hence p has a Bochner derivative with respect to p. Since the “only if” 
part is easily proved, this completes the proof of the theorem. 
In passing it is noted that the Orlicz-Bochner function spaces L,(E, A), 
where @ is a convex n-function satisfying the .4,-condition [5] have the R.5.P. 
if and only if E has, provided L,(X) admits an unconditional base for X separable. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. 
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